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Introduction
Ice cores recently retrieved at Summit, central Greenland, by groups from Europe (GRIP) and the United States (GISP2) potentially contain a record of atmospheric chemistry over approximately the last 250,000 years [Dansgaard et al., 1993; Mayewski et al., 1994] . The chemical composition of these ice cores includes species that originated as aerosols, as well as soluble gases. The main processes that deposit these speciesatmospheric chemistry, and the process of deposition of chemical species with fog in Greenland [Bergin et al., 1995c] . It is particularly important to understand the extent to which fogs have influenced the chemical signals archived in ice cores.
Sulfate and nitrate are the dominant ionic species in ice core samples from Greenland and have both anthropogenic and natural sources [Mayewski et al., 1990] . Based on several measurements made during the summer at Summit, Dibb et al. [1994] suggest that SO2 concentrations are typically 20 ppt, with ratios of SO2 to aerosol sulfate of approximately one third. H:O: concentrations are typically around l ppb [Bales et al., 1995] , which suggests that aqueous phase oxidation of S(IV) to S(VI) by H202 may account for a significant fraction of the S(VI) deposition during fog. Measurements of gas phase nitrogen-containing species at Summit show that HNO3 is typically less than 10% of the total NOy. These measurements suggest that other nitrogen-containing species (such as PAN) may influence the deposition of N(V) with fog droplets via gas and/or aqueous phase reactions. This paper will address these issues and discuss the chemical processes that affect the deposition of N(V) and S(VI) with fog. In particular, we will focus on the following questions: (1) How does SO2 influence the deposition of S(VI) with fog? (2) What role do the initial concentrations of HNO3, NO2, and PAN play in the deposition of N(V) with fog? In addition, we will study the detailed gas and aqueous phase chemistry associated with S(VI) and N(V) deposition with fog.
Depletion of atmospheric concentrations of aerosols and soluble gases and enhancement of the deposition of various chemical species with fog has previously been shown for areas such as Southern California [Pandis and Seinfeld, 1989a; Munger et al., 1990 ] and the Po valley [Fuzzi et al., 1988; Noone et al., 1992] . These studies have shown that complex chemistry takes place in fog droplets and is responsible for the production and redistribution of chemical species between better understand the relationship between the concentrations of gas and aerosol chemical species and the deposition of these species with fog at Summit. The model is also used to interpret measurements of soluble gas phase chemical species.
In particular, the model gives insight into the effects of local meteorology, aqueous phase solubility of gases, and gas and aqueous phase chemistry on the deposition of chemical species with fog, as well as gas and aqueous phase reactions affecting fog droplet chemistry, which may also occur in the quasi-liquid layer of snow crystals. First, the model is presented with a brief description of important parameterizations and boundary conditions. Next, model results are compared with soluble gas phase concentration measurements made during a fog event. Following this, predicted fluxes of chemical species with fog are compared with measurements. Next, the effect of SO2 on the deposition of S(V1) is discussed. After this, the gas and aqueous phase chemistry influencing the deposition of N(V) with fog is discussed. Next, the sensitivity of the model to various input parameters is presented. Finally, the impact of the model results on the interpretation of past atmospheric chemistry based on ice core chemical signals is discussed.
Model Description Fog Module
A one-dimensional Lagrangian trajectory model is used to simulate the development, growth, and dissipation of fog. The model consists of three submodels for the formation and dissipation of fog, gas phase chemistry, and aqueous phase chemistry, which estimate the time-resolved vertical profiles of temperature, relative humidity, and liquid water content as well as gas and aqueous phase chemical species.
The governing equations for the radiation fog model are the one-dimensional continuity equations for energy in the air (equation (1)) and snow (equation (2)) as well as for water gases and aerosols. Summit, Greenland, provides a unique opportunity to study [Pandis and Seinfeld, 1989a The condensation rate, C, is evaluated at each model time step in the case that a cell is saturated with respect to water vapor. In this case, all of the water vapor above the saturation value is assumed to condense in the liquid phase. The temperature in the cell is then corrected for latent heat effects as described by McDonaM [ 1963 ] .
To estimate the gravitational fluxes of fog droplets, it is necessary to know the droplet settling velocity. The relationship between the gravitational flux, G, and the fog droplet settling velocity, uav, can be parameterized as G = WUav 
Boundary Conditions
The temperature and water vapor concentration is assumed to be constant at the top of the model domain (400 m) as well
General Model Description
The computational domain for gas and aqueous phase chemistry is divided into nine cells in the lower 400 m of the atmosphere, where fog is expected, with three additional cells from 400 m to 1000 m. Bergin et al. [1994] report that during fog events the dry deposition of aerosols and soluble gases is negligible compared to the flux of these chemical species with fog. Therefore we assume that dry deposition of aerosols and gases during the fog event has a negligible effect on the net fluxes of chemical species (i.e., the dry deposition velocities are assumed to be zero for all of the chemical species samples is denoted as HNO3*. This is because NO3' measurements in mist chamber samples may contain contdbutions from other species such as PAN and organic nitrates (RONO2), in addition to HNO3 [Dibb, 1996] . This point will be discussed in the section on HNO3. Figure 3a shows that the gas phase H202 concentration significamly decreases within the first few hours of fog. During the fog evere, H202 is lost due to scavenging by fog droplets and deposition to the ground. At•er the fog event the H202 concentration gradually increases due to mixing with higher concentration air from alot•, which was above the fog layer during the fog event.
Formic acid 0tCOOH). Figure 3c shows predicted and observed SO2 concentrations during fog. The model predicts that essentially all of the SO2 is transferred from the gas phase to the aqueous phase within the first several hours of the fog. In the aqueous phase S(IV) reacts with H202 to produce S(VI), which will be discussed in more detail below. Although the uncertainties in the gas phase SO2 measurements are quite high, the model results apparemly underpredict the SO2 concentrations during fog. Because of the low wind speeds and stable atmospheric conditions during fog, it is not likely that significant transport of SO2 from above the fog model spatial domain (400 m) occurred. It is also not likely that local contamination from the GISP2 camp contributed to SO2 concentrations, since the camp was I km downwind of the sample sight for the duration of the measurements. It is likely that the mist chamber measurements are-very close to the detection limit and the discrepancy between the model results and the measurements may be due to the accuracy of the mist chamber technique under the particular sampling conditions at Summit.
Nitric acid (HNO3). NO3' is the dominant ionic species in ice core samples and includes contributions from Table 2 shows the predicted and observed fluxes of various chemical species with fog for initial base case concentrations (the base case assumes Table I 
Fluxes of Chemical Species With Fog Droplets

Sensitivity of Estimated Fog Fluxes to Model
Parameters
Several model parameters are relatively uncertain and the sensitivity of our conclusions to their selected base case values is investigated in this section. In particular, the sensitivity of the modeled fog water and chemical species fluxes to the fog droplet settling velocity parameterization as well as the initial relative humidity profile and accommodation coefficient will be explored.
Settling Velocity Parameterization
In the base case simulations we assume that the fog droplet settling velocity parameter, ag, is 0.20 m4/g s. This is based on Table 3 shows the sensitivity of the fog fluxes to the accommodation coefficient. We have chosen a lower limit accommodation coefficient value of 0.0001, and an upper limit value of 0.1. Table 3 shows that decreasing aw increases the fluxes of N(V) and H202. This is apparently counterintuitive, since one expects that decreasing the frequency at which molecules of HNO3 and H202 stick to the surface of droplets decreases the aqueous phase concentrations. The flux increases occur since the decrease in aw also results in slower aqueous phase uptake of HO2 and therefore relatively greater gas phase concentrations of both HO2 and OH. This results in an increase in gas phase HNO3 production due to (R l). This agrees with model results presented by Schwartz [1984] . The H202 gas phase 
